Death by Regulation: How We Were
Robbed of a Golden Age of Health and
How We Can Reclaim It
by Mary J. Ruwart, PhD

Greetings!
Many people have different answers for "who's to blame" for our healthcare "mess."
Republicans! Democrats! Insurance companies! Big Pharma!
Who's your healthcare culprit?
Mary J. Ruwart, PhD presents an argument that
you may not have considered in her new book
Death by Regulation.
What's the FDA got to do with it? From the
book's website: The 1962 Amendments to the
Food & Drug Act have caused the premature death
of about half of the Americans who have died since
then. This "living law" continues to reshape our
health care paradigm from prevention to treatment.
Regulations can have side effects that are just as
deadly as drugs.
This book doesn't just generalize; Dr. Ruwart
provides a myriad of facts and figures to back her
claim that significantly more harm than good has
resulted from FDA interventions.
The extent of the damage the FDA has done with tragic results is explained in detail in Dr.
Ruwart's book.
ACT FAST: Pre-order Death by Regulation by April 9! With your pre-order, you will be
eligible for a variety of gifts (valued up to $60)--all detailed on the website.

Pre-order HERE

Dr. Beth Haynes has this to say about the book:
"Ruwart's book--(under 250 pages)--documents how the FDA claims to act on behalf of
protecting patients; but, when the full context is examined, the harm caused by delayed
release, higher drug cost, abandoned innovations, and the shift away from R&D on
nutrition and natural supplements to pharmaceuticals with toxic side effects--the FDA
causes far more harm than good. AND, there are superior alternatives to assure safety
and efficacy.
"The story of the FDA is a fabulous lesson in how good intentions can go so far awry, and
underscores our need to focus not on intention but outcome. We must keep the whole
picture in mind. The harms as well as the benefits, the unseen as well as the seen, are all
essential to consider when evaluating any intervention, medical, economic or political."

Listen to Tom Woods's podcast interview with Dr.
Ruwart
Research scientist Dr. Mary
Ruwart discusses the true effects
of the lethal FDA, which we're
taught we couldn't live without.
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